LIMITLESS. BOUNDLESS. TIMELESS.
In an age where true value is put on a limitless and honest musical rendition, the new Totem SKY is born. A compact marvel for all types of source mediums, the SKY
RIIHUVŴH[LELOLW\OLYDELOLW\DQGODVWLQJDFRXVWLFTXDOLW\7KH6.<ZLOOPDNH\RXŴ\WRDZKROHQHZOHYHORIDSSUHFLDWLRQ<RXZLOOEHDPD]HGE\WKHXOWUDZLGHVSDWLDO
SHUIRUPDQFHFRPLQJRXWIURPVXFKDFRPSDFWSDFNDJH6OLPWULPDQGYLVXDOO\VHOIHIIDFLQJWKH6.<WUXO\VKLQHVZLWKWKHODWHVWLQQRYDWLRQVLQVSHDNHUGHVLJQ
Discover yours at totemacoustic.com
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Marvelous Ways to
Upgrade Your Summer
Entertaining with Tech
Tech Products That Will
Make You the Best Host This
Summer

by Stephanie Greenall

I

f you are anything like me you’ve
spent the dark wintery months clad
in a parka that could rival the Stark
Family’s Winterfell collection. I have
finally climbed out of hibernation in
hopes of spending quality time with
family and friends before I disappear
back into my sea of duvets. Tis the
season for backyard barbecues and
s’mores around the bonfire, but how
can you upgrade your summertime
festivities?
If you are anything like me you’ve
spent the dark wintery months clad
in a parka that could rival the Stark
Family’s Winterfell collection. I have
finally climbed out of hibernation in
hopes of spending quality time with
family and friends before I disappear
back into my sea of duvets. Tis the
season for backyard barbecues and
s’mores around the bonfire, but how
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Ultimate Ears
Wonderboom
Speaker
can you upgrade your summertime
festivities?
Check out how these tech gadgets
can improve your summer gettogethers.
Husqvarna 450X Automower - Robotic Lawn
Mower

For many, lawn care is an art, a way
to demonstrate the power one wields
over nature. I have seen first hand a
suburban siege where neighbours
waged war over a single blade of
grass. While some may stand in their
yard and survey their property like
their very own pride lands, I prefer
to wait until my yard begins to look
a little unruly and my neighbour
takes pity on my haggard lawn. For
those of us who would rather enjoy
a cocktail than sweat it out with a

mower, there’s the Husqvarna 450X
Automower ($3,499 US). With the help
of a perimeter wire, the mower will
recognize the boundaries of the lawn
and your no-mow zones, like a shed,
pond, or lawn gnome. After you’ve set
the bot’s border, the app -- yes, there’s
an app for that -- can be used to
program cutting height, angle of path,
proximity to boundary wires, and set
the mowing schedule. So, while this
outdoor Roomba is saving you from an
afternoon of turf torment, you can try
out those margarita recipes for your
next backyard barbecue.
Bartesian the Ultimate
Home Cocktail Machine

The right libation can liven up a party,
but you don’t want to spend more
time mixing than mingling. There’s
nothing worse than being relegated to
www.novo.press
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Husqvarna 450X Automower - Robotic Lawn Mower
can extend your signal up to 100 feet.
Just screw in the bulb--which fits any
standard light socket--and download
the app to complete the setup. This
device should help quell the panic and
rid you of your dreaded dead zones.
Weber iGrill 2

Bartesian the Ultimate
Home Cocktail Machine
the kitchen to shake up another tray
of martinis and miss the evening’s
shenanigans. If you still have your
heart set on winning over your guests
with a variety of cocktails, I suggest
hiring a bartender or investing in the
Bartesian ($299 US). The capsulebased cocktail machine has been
called the “Keurig of Cocktails” and
features four reservoirs for your
staple liquors: vodka, rum, gin, and
tequila. The single serve capsules
currently come in six flavours and
can be adjusted to deliver drinks from
mocktail to triple shot strength. With
just the press of a button, you (and
your guests) can be enjoying premium
cocktails without the muddling or the
shaking.
Sengled Boost Smart Bulb

It seems that our very survival
depends on the availability of WiFi. We
www.novo.press

If there is one thing I pride myself on
it’s my ability to barbecue a steak.
I am not afraid to say that I have
mastered the art of medium rare, but I
do have family members who seem to
cremate the meat rather than cook it.
For those who need a hand harnessing
the heat, there’s the iGrill 2 ($99 US).
The app-connected thermometer
monitors food from beginning to end
and notifies you once it has reached
the perfect temperature. Just pop
the probe into your protein, set the
app by type of meat and desired
cooking preference, and you’re good
to go. With a four-probe capacity, you

can’t walk into a coffee shop or mall
without inquiring what the network
password is. It’s as if we are unable
to breathe unless fully synced with
the matrix. Your home is no different.
When your friends arrive, one of the
first things they ask for is access
to the network. Now
if your house is
anything like mine,
it offers WiFi dead
zones and the largest
dead zone of all, the
patio! If you want to
keep your guests
from huddling around
a weak signal like
caveman around a
fire, I suggest adding
a Sengled Boost Bulb
($49 US) to your yard.
This LED light bulb is
a WiFi repeater that Sengled Boost Smart Bulb
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Weber iGrill 2

can cook multiple pieces of meat to
perfection. All you have to worry about
is getting those grill marks right! And
if you feel inclined to do so, there is
also a social media element to the
app so you can showcase a photo of
your perfectly seared steak with the
world.
Ultimate Ears
Wonderboom Speaker

What’s a party without music? If you

want to keep the tunes pumping but
don’t want to drag your HiFi system
outside, you’ll need a powerful
portable speaker, or two. The latest
member of the Ultimate Ears
collection is the Wonderboom ($99
US), and it looks like the fatter, short
version of its predecessor the Boom
2. This Bluetooth speaker weighs in
at 15 ounces, has a wireless range of
100 feet, and will last up to 10 hours
when played at a moderate volume.

My favourite feature? It’s waterproof
and can be immersed in water up to
1 meter for up to 30 minutes. While
throwing your tech in the pool might
make you a little nervous, you can
always toss it in the punch bowl as
a party trick.
ThermaCELL Cambridge
Mosquito Repeller Lantern

If there is one thing that can
completely derail a perfect summer’s

Ultimate Ears
Wonderboom
Speaker
10 NOVO
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and candlelight. Powered entirely by
solar energy, this water resistant
garden accessory can run up to
20 hours when fully charged. The
accompanying smartphone app
allows you to group multiple lights
together and manage their settings.
Whether you place one on your table
or a series around the perimeter of
your lawn, this solar light will be the
life of the party.
Dashbon Flicks Projector

ThermaCELL
Cambridge Mosquito
Repeller Lantern
evening, it’s those little bloodsuckers!
You can set up the perfect night
outside, but the minute a swarm
of mosquitoes smell blood, you’re
choking on clouds of DEET. I’ve tried
everything from citronella candles to
mosquito bracelets, and nothing has
worked. The Cambridge Mosquito
Repeller Lantern ($29 US) I was
gifted due to my incessant whining
has helped my evenings outside
become a lot more manageable. The
lantern repels mosquitoes, black
flies, and other biting insects by
creating a 15 X 15 foot bug-free
zone. Powered by four AA-batteries
(not included) the device uses a
ThermaCELL refillable repellent mat,
which contains allethrin, a synthetic

copy of a natural repellent found in
chrysanthemum plants. So if you are
tired of screaming at the mosquitos
to leave you alone, I recommend trying
out a ThermaCELL lantern.
MiPow PLAYBULB Garden
Solar Light

With a little help from some solar
lights, you can amp up the evening’s
ambiance and prevent friends from
tripping over your lawn gnomes or
stepping in your Golden Retriever’s
poop. If you really want to take your
outdoor lighting to the next level,
check out MiPow’s PLAYBULB Garden
Solar Light ($39 US). The colourchanging LED light supports five
different lighting effects including
flashing, rainbow,

If you are looking for a way to amaze
your friends -- and possibly annoy
your neighbors -- I suggest setting
up your very own outdoor theatre.
With cheaper treats and the ability to
pause for bathroom breaks why not
watch a film al fresco? When the sun
finally sets, grab a bunch of pillows
and blankets, set up a screen (a
sheet or an empty wall will do), plug
in the projector, and start the show. If
you are concerned about tripping over
wires or issues with sound quality
check out Dashbon’s Flicks Projector
(140WH model $599 US or 280WH
model $699 US). This all-in-one,
Bluetooth enabled boombox marries
a high-fidelity audio system with a
cutting edge 720p HD LED projector.
With the ability to stream from your
smartphone, ROKU, or Chromecast
you will never be short of content to
watch. The Flicks Ultra Throw lens
projects a 100-inch image at just over
8 feet away and has up to 8 hours of
playback time. Can you say film fest
under the stars?

MiPow PLAYBULB Garden Solar Light

Dashbon Flicks
Projector
12 NOVO
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[New Product Spotlight]
Monitor Audio Silver Series
[6th Generation]
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I

f you’re looking for a perfect blend of sonic
delight, high-technology and fabulous design in loudspeakers, then look no further
than the new Monitor Audio Silver Series.
Equipped with some of the same technology
as the company’s high-end Platinum Series,
the models in this series come in at refreshingly affordable price points. The new Silver
Series is perfectly suited for both 2-channel
and home theatre applications, thanks to a
large selection of models.
Monitor Audio crafted new versions of
its C-CAM (Ceramic coated Aluminum
Magnesium) drivers for this series, which
bring enormous sonic benefits compared to
conventional softer cone materials. These
drivers are also able to handle more power

than paper, plastic or Kevlar drivers and
deliver pure, undistorted sound across the
musical range.
Other notable technical enhancements
include beefed up driver magnets, higher
efficiency (8 ohms) and improved voice coils,
resulting in purer sound and better power
handling at high volume levels.
The nine model range offers two bookshelf
models, three floor-standers, two centre
channel speakers, a wall-mount model and a
subwoofer. The subwoofer comes outfitted
with a 500 watt amplifier and an on-board
digital signal processor (DSP) - to deliver a
resounding bass down to a staggering 22 Hz.
Available now. For more info, check out
www.kevro.com
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Plug’n Drive Electric Vehicle Discovery Centre

by Suave Kajko

D

oes the idea of jumping behind the wheel
of an electric vehicle get you as excited
as a kid in a candy store? As sales of electric vehicles (EVs) continue to grow at an
increasing rate, there is no question that
our driving-future will be electrified. As of
January 2017, there were over 30,000 EVs
on the road in Canada, according to www.
fleetcarma.com. This number includes both
battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). The top
three positions for BEVs in Canada were the
Nissan Leaf (5,470 total vehicles sold), Tesla
Model S (5,453 total vehicles sold) and Tesla
Model X (1,404 total vehicles sold). Canada
is not exactly a leader in the adoption of EVs,
but hopefully that will continue to change
with improved consumer awareness and
education.
The recently opened EV Discovery Centre in
Toronto, focused on providing an experiential
learning environment for EVs, is the first
facility of its kind in the world. Inside,
visitors can learn about the environmental
and economic benefits of EVs and their role
in reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
Better still, you can also test drive EV
models from several leading manufacturers
in a family-friendly, no-pressure environment
16 NOVO

and discover how an EV can fit into your life.
EVs available for test drives include the BMW
i3, Chevrolet BOLT, Chevrolet VOLT, Ford
C-Max Energi and Nissan LEAF. Inside the
showroom, you will also find the Tesla Model
S and Mitsubishi i-MiEV, along with several
brands of chargers. The EV Discovery Centre
does not sell EVs, instead interested buyers
will be referred to their local car dealerships.
If you’re curious about electric vehicles or
thinking about buying one, this is the first
place you should visit.
There are many reasons for choosing an EV
to be your next vehicle. One of the leading
reasons is the reduction of GHG emissions.
In Ontario, transportation is the largest
contributing source to GHG emissions, and
a statistic that has been growing steadily
for the past decade. EVs for personal
transportation can help to reduce GHG
emissions dramatically, especially in a
province like Ontario since we rely on lowemitting electricity supply made up mostly of
hydro and nuclear power. Equally important
reasons for switching to an electric vehicle
include gas savings, as well as a potentially
lower frequency and cost of maintenance,
due to the fact that EVs have far fewer
moving parts than a gas powered vehicle.

Through a number of different initiatives,
the Ontario government hopes to expand EV
sales to 5 per cent of all new vehicles sold
by 2020. These include purchase incentives
for EVs and charging stations, the green
license plate program and the installation of
a public charging infrastructure.
So what are you waiting for? Slip into a
comfy pair of driving shoes and check out
the EV Discovery Centre in Toronto today.
They are located at 1126 Finch Ave. West,
North York, ON M3J 3J6 (near Dufferin and
Finch), and open 6 days a week (Tuesday
through Sunday). For more info, please
visit https://plugndrive.ca/electric-vehiclediscovery-centre.
www.novo.press

TAVES Consumer
Electronics Show
Preview
Get your geek on at TAVES
- North America’s ultimate
technology and audio event

by Laura William

CHEMION’s crazy Bluetooth, LED sunglasses let you create your own messages, animations and set equalizer effects that respond to surrounding sounds and music.

F

technology to the world at this year’s TAVES
than ever before.

eaturing the hottest products in the
most exciting categories, TAVES is THE
place to play. Try out the latest virtual and
augmented reality heads up displays, meet
some surprising robots, see what’s new in
wearables, health tech, home automation
devices and smart apparel, drones, electric
and autonomous vehicles, high-end audio
and luxurious HDTV. Running October 1315th, TAVES is North America’s ultimate consumer tech and audio event, a high-octane
experience for the tech-minded, the toyminded and the “try-it-out-minded”.

Toys for the Eyes and Ears

Are you a big fan of music or movies or a
healthy mix of both? This year’s show floor
will be filled with countless new product
launches that will raise your entertainment
to new heights.
Global brands and boutique innovators
alike will bring out their very best in
superior sound technology. Whether you
love the thunder of rock, the throb of hip-

hop, the fire of jazz or the detailed nuance of
classical music, you’ll find a dizzying array
of turntables, amps, speakers, headphones,
cables and accessories that let you
create the perfect soundscape. Monitor
Audio’s latest generation of the Silver
Series speakers and numerous new Totem
Acoustics speaker models are just a couple
of highlights you’ll get to hear this fall. Local
HiFi manufacturer Bryston is also expected
to launch a few new products at the show they do every year. But I certainly don’t want
to disclose everything we have in store for

Try-it-out at the Technology
and Innovation Pavilion

The Technology and Innovation Pavilion
is bursting with fun for grown-ups and
kids. Virtual, augmented and mixed reality
experiences are exploding — they’ll leave
you breathless. Wearables aren’t just for
your wrist anymore — they’re integrating
into your clothing, accessories, shoes —
and connecting you in all new ways with your
pets. Interact with robots, test-fly a drone,
hop on a hoverboard or take an electric
car for a spin. More companies than ever
are expected to reveal their products and
18 NOVO

The in-car experience just keeps getting better — check out the entertainment JVC and
Kenwood are bringing to your drive home. Sitting in traffic? Bring it on!
www.novo.press
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October 13-15, 2017
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Toronto Congress Centre, 650 Dixon Road.

taveshow.com

FEATURE: TAVES CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW PREVIEW

Top left: Test drive electric cars thanks to our friends at Plug’n Drive. Bottom left: Fly state-of-the-art DJI drones at OmniView Tech’s
booth and demo zone. Right: Where there’s a wheel there’s a way - See what’s new in smart, self-balancing hoverboards, hoverkarts
and funky green personal transportation vehicles from top brands like Airwheel and Segway at the Smart Wheel Canada display.
this edition of TAVES.
If you’re in the market for cutting-edge
display technology, your senses will be
overwhelmed by the visual clarity of this
year’s headline equipment. In this area,
JVC will showcase its latest home theater
projectors, while Samsung will make your
jaw drop with its 2017 QLED TVs.
And if you’re creating your own home
theatre or listening room, TAVES offers a
series of expert seminars to help guide you
through the process.

An eclectic mix of entertaining, informative
and sometimes provocative speakers, the
TAVES Talks Tech [T3] stage brings you the
electrifying world of consumer technology.
Every year, TAVES welcomes powerful new
voices to the Canadian tech conversation:
industry leaders, innovators, entrepreneurs
and technology experts. T3 2017 will be
covering personal robots, autonomous
vehicles, artificial intelligence, immersive

audio and the mind-blowing world of virtual
reality. Watch for twenty2b’s Drew Henson,
robotics expert Hallie Siegel, Smart Wheel
Canada’s Kash Mustaq and cardiologist Dr.
Ravishankar Polisetty.
Dive a Little Deeper

If you want to dive a little deeper into the
conversations and maker-cultures animating
the fast-changing technology scene, TAVES

Workshops, the TAVES live stage
and Meetups

Try-it-out! Got the DIY bug? TAVES offers
a large selection of robotics, 3D printing
and coding workshops led by professional
educators and engineers for geeks and
wanna-be geeks of every age (from 6 to
106!). Experience the thrill of building and
programming a drone, a robot or even writing
a little code. This year, the show will also
host a very neat “Build your own headphones”
workshop.
TAVES Talks Tech: Glimpse the
Future
20 NOVO

TAVES is set to offer over 200 audio brands on the floor, and a fabulous selection of
intimate demonstration rooms optimized for great listening, so kick back and lose
yourself in sound.
www.novo.press
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Nancy Moses of New Life Robotics will be leading a fascinating discussion on how social robots are transforming the lives of children
with autism.
has invited some of the most interesting Meetups happening in the GTA.
Robotics: “Get Your Bot On!” and “GTA Robotics” Meetups bring together
roboticists, engineers, designers and hobbyists interested in robots,
automation, autonomous systems and electronics design.
Artificial Intelligence: Explore the technology — how it works, how it
learns — and the social, political, philosophical and ethical questions
the hottest field in tech is raising.
Music: Love music? Take a guided tour of how technology has shaped
the way we consume, create, and monetize music with the Music
Technology Meetup.
JOLT! Art Gallery: A feast for the eyes

Displaying original work by outstanding artists, the ever popular JOLT!
Art Gallery features original work from top local artists. Explore some
of the most compelling work created by the GTA’s vibrant creative
community. This year JOLT! will feature wearable and immersive works,
where art and craft meet technology.
Top: Product launches from big names like Totem Acoustic offer the inside track on the latest sound innovations.
Bottom: Crisp picture, rich, luminous colour and immersive
sound — high end display technology continues to enhance
the home viewing experience. Stop by the Update TV &
Stereo room for a stunning selection of the best products in
the market.

Three tech-soaked days in Toronto. There’s nothing else like it anywhere.

The TAVES Consumer Electronic Show runs between October 13th and
15th at the Toronto Congress Centre. Tickets are on sale now at www.
taveshow.com.

Internationally renowned broadcaster Alan Cross will be
speaking at the Music Technology Meetup, Sunday, October Kids can make their own robots or tech gadget at TAVES, like this
modular Airblock drone at one of the Logics Academy workshops.
15th at 1pm.
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by Douglas Brown
Pictured above: Bryston BLP-1 Turntable + BTP-1 Power Supply

Beginner’s Guide to Turntable Setup

I

n 1982, the music industry launched the
compact disc (CD) with the bold promise
that the new digital format would create
“perfect sound forever”. Since 2005, a surprising resurgence in sales of turntables and
vinyl records has occurred. And why has this
happened? Stated simply, digital sources
available even now in 2016 do not sound
as much like real music as similarly priced
turntables do.
And yet, improperly set-up ‘tables,
tonearms, and cartridges can sonically
suck as bad as a dehydrated camel slurping
lukewarm Lebanese canal water. In this
article on turntable set-up for beginners, I’ll
explain the basics of dialing-in turntables
with pivoting tonearms.
The Turntable’s Base, Plinth,
and Platter

It’s easy to underestimate the importance
of a turntable’s base and plinth. The base
needs to be a rigid structure which prevents
vibrations from transferring through the
tonearm, drive mechanism, and plinth into
the cartridge and the record’s grooves.
Vibrations can enter a turntable through
airborne acoustical energy (i.e. sound
www.novo.press

waves) and mechanical vibrations which
travel through the stand. Mechanical
resonances created by the table’s platter
bearing, motor, and drive mechanism can
also vibrate through the plinth and platter
and cause sonic degradation. Groove
modulation distortions caused by the
physical movements of the tonearm and
cartridge are yet another source of bad
vibrations.
Cartridges unwittingly convert all of these
vibrations into electrical signals which are
heard as low-level distortions, noise grunge,
and a clouded haze which hangs over, and
underneath, the music.
To minimize vibrations, place the turntable
on a level, solid, and non-resonant stand.
A flimsy, poorly built rack that shakes
like Elvis eating a peanut-butter and
fried banana sandwich in early 1977 will
noticeably degrade the sound quality of any
record player. Once placed on a solid surface,
use a bubble level to check that the ‘table
is… indeed… level.
If the turntable’s main bearing, subplatter, and spindle haven’t been lubricated
within the past two years, follow the OEM’s
directions for re-lubricating all of these

parts with the appropriate oil.
It’s also critical to dial-in the platter’s 33.3
RPM and 45 RPM rotational speeds with a
tachometer.
If the platter’s rotational speed is off,
adjust it via its electronic speed regulator. If
it’s a belt-driven turntable and the belt is old
or worn, you’ll need to install a new rubber
belt.
Types of Tonearms

A tonearm’s purpose is to hold the cartridge
and allow the stylus to smoothly trace the
record’s grooves. There are two types of
tonearms: pivoted and tangential.
Tangential arms are also called linear
tracking tonearms. As tangential tonearms
are more difficult to successfully engineer
than a space shuttle and more expensive
to manufacture than a US Presidential
nomination, most linear tracking arms come
with breathtaking 5-figure price tags.
Most turntables use pivoted tonearms.
Why? Simply because the manufacturing
costs for pivoted arms are far cheaper than
for tangential arms.
As the Gold Note B7 Ceramic pivoted
tonearm pictured below shows, pivoted
NOVO 25
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Gold Note B7 Ceramic pivoted tonearm
arms have a counterweight located at the
back of the pivot point to adjust the amount
of downward force (i.e. the “weight”) which
the cartridge’s stylus applies to the record’s
surface.
Pivoted arms have a bearing (or a set of
bearings) which permits the arm to move
in both the horizontal and vertical plains
to follow the record’s grooves. Entry-level
arms have stainless steel bearings. More
exotic tonearms have bearings made out of
bronze, ceramic, titanium, carbon, and other

esoteric hybrid materials. A tonearm must
also have a headshell to hold the cartridge in
place with small screws and bolts.
Cartridge Mounting, Alignment,
VTA, VTF, & Azimuth

To mount the cartridge to the tonearm, first
insert the screws and nuts through the
headshell to loosely hold the cart in place.
Then attach the four tiny wires which come
from the tonearm to the correct colourcoded ends on the cartridge.
BEFORE tightening the
mounting screws to the
tonearm’s headshell, the
cartridge’s alignment must
be dialled-in. Baerwald,
Feikert,
and
Mobile
Fidelity Sound Labs’ GeoDisc are some of the more
frequently used alignment
gauges and protractors.
Precisely setting the
cartridge’s alignment will
keep the needle in the
groove, minimize tracking
errors, and create better
sound.
The Vertical Tracking
This Audio-Technica cartridge clearly shows the colourAngle (VTA) alters the
coded ends which connect to the tonearm.
angle at which the
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cartridge’s stylus enters the record’s
grooves.
The goal is to get the cartridge’s body
parallel to the record’s surface when
the stylus is in the groove. Most pivoted
tonearms have a set screw located on the
base of the pivot point which allows the arm
to be raised or lowered to adjust the VTA.
Getting the stylus’ rake angle dialed-in will
reduce tracking errors, groove modulation
distortion, and surface noise.
Some arms make VTA adjustment more
cumbersome than shifting a grand piano
up a flight of stairs on a humid afternoon.
Rega’s tonearms, for example, use spacers
underneath the main pivot point assembly to
raise or lower the arm’s height by 2mm or
3mm heights.
The Vertical Tracking Force (VTF) refers
to the amount of downward force that the
cartridge exerts. You will need a stylus force
gauge to accurately measure the VTF.
Once you’ve dialed-in the cartridge’s
alignment and gently tightened it to
the headshell, place the VTF gauge on
the turntable’s platter underneath the
stylus and measure the “weight”. If the
cartridge manufacturer recommends a
VTF of 1.8 grams, then slide the tonearm’s
counterweight along the arm to a position
where this weight is achieved.
www.novo.press
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Azimuth refers to the perpendicularity of the
stylus in relation to the groove. Correct azimuth
alignment is needed to achieve an accurate
balance between the left and right channels (i.e.
stereo imaging) and the full size and potential of
the soundstage. A properly aligned azimuth will
form a 90 degree right angle with the record’s
surface.
Remember, it is the stylus’ azimuth and not
the cartridge’s body that needs to be set at a 90
degree angle. If the stylus is bent, you’ll need an
expert to examine and (hopefully) repair it.
Moving Magnet (M/M) and Moving
Coil (M/C) Cartridges

What’s the difference between M/M and M/C
cartridges?
Moving Magnet (M/M) cartridges employ a tiny
magnet which is affixed to the cantilever at the
opposite side of stylus’ tip. As the stylus follows
the record’s grooves, the cantilever’s side-to-side
and up-and-down motions physically move the
magnet relative to small stationary coils of wire.
These movements create tiny electrical currents
which can then be sent to a phono pre-amplifier.
In Moving Coil (M/C) cartridges, wire coils are
affixed to the cantilever. As the stylus moves, the
coils move and create tiny electrical signals.
The coils in M/C carts are usually lighter than the
magnets and are, therefore, far more responsive
to tiny movements than heavier magnets. As
such, M/C carts can transmit the microscopic
vibrations of the stylus in the groove with greater
acuity. This heightened sensitivity results in
increased dynamics, superior harmonic accuracy,
better resolution, faster transients, and larger
Top: The Geo-Disc Phono Cartridge Alignment Tool is used to accurately position
soundstaging.
Why do M/C carts cost so much? M/C cartridges the cartridge in relation to the platter. Bottom: A stylus force gauge is used to
must use extremely fine wire in the coils. To measure the Vertical Tracking Force (VTF).

This image from www.coloredvinylrecords.com shows the difference between a Moving Magnet cartridge and a
Moving Coil cartridge.
28 NOVO
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FEATURE: BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO TURNTABLE SETUP
This may seem complex, but
it really isn’t.
Most modern M/C
cartridges have a source
impedance of about 10
Ohms. Multiplying this 10
Ohm source impedance
by a factor of ten, a load
impedance of 100 Ohms
will result in less than 1dB
of signal loss. For M/C carts,
any load impedance above
100 ohms (such as 470
Ohms) is acceptable and
will not significantly alter
the sound of the cartridge.
Cartridge manufacturers
tend be non-specific about
load impedances and usually
recommend a wide range
The popular Spin Clean record cleaning machine widely
or simply anything above a
available from local stores and online retailers.
minimum impedance. Most
M/M
cartridges use a 47
construct such micro-sized coils requires
kOhm
impedance
load
setting.
precision manufacturing and expertise in
Does
the
cartridge’s
tonal balance change
assembly. These factors inherently result in
with
load
impedance?
Yes… if it’s an M/M
a far higher retail cost for M/C carts.
cartridge.
In
terms
of
tone, low output
As well, M/C cartridges tend to generate
much weaker electrical signals and require M/C cartridges are much less sensitive to
a higher level of initial amplification to make changes in the load impedance.
The exact value is not critical as long
their signals usable. Thus, phono pre-amps
as
it is well above the cartridge’s source
designed for M/C carts must minimize
impedance.
One thing is certain: the load
noise while still creating high-gain and a
impedance
must not be equal to the
high output. Germane to these parameters,
cartridge’s
source
impedance. When source
decent sounding M/C compatible phono
stages are difficult to design and costly to and load impedances are equal, the signal
manufacture. Good sounding ones usually loss is 6dB; which is considerable.
carry hefty price tags that are far higher than
M/M phono stages.

Gain

Measured in dB, gain refers to the amount
of amplification that’s applied to the output
signal of any M/M or M/C cartridge. Too
little gain will leave you with no volume. Too
much gain can be over-powering and even
deafening. Ideally, a phono-stage should
create enough gain to provide a satisfactory
amount of volume to a listener.
Phono Output
InterConnects (ICs)

If your TT’s equipped with a male 5-pin DIN
output jack, an enormous improvement in
sound quality can be achieved by upgrading
the stock phono output IC which came with
the ‘table to a higher quality one.
Turntable Mats, Platter
Weights, and Cleaning Tips

Different platter mats made of sorbothane,
cork, felt, carbon-fibre, and rubber will
create different sounds. Similarly, different
TT platter weights can also help minimize
vibrations and deliver more music. It’s best
to follow the recommendations of your
turntable’s maker for both mats and weights.
Keeping your records and the stylus’ tip
clean will also bring a much quieter sound.
A stylus brush and cleaning fluid are a small
investment.
Cleaning vinyl by hand with clean cheesecloth strips and record cleaning solution is
fast and cheap. If you have a sizeable record
collection and/or buy a lot of used vinyl, a
vacuum suction RCM (Record Cleaning
Machine) can provide professional quality
results. Thrifty ones start at around $200
and climb skyward from there.

Anti-Skating

“Skating” is unique to pivoted tonearms and
refers to a frictional vector force which
pulls the tonearm towards the center of the
record. To counter-act this force, turntables
use weights with pulleys, adjustable
tensioned springs, and mechanical devices
to create an equal but opposite force called
anti-skating.
Dialing-in the anti-skate force allows the
stylus to maintain equal pressure against
both sides of the record’s groove walls. A
Fozgometer and/or a test record are needed
to accurately set this force.
Cartridge Loading

To minimize signal loss, the general ratio for
cartridge / phono-stage loading is to feed
the output signal into a load at least ten
times greater than the source impedance.
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There’s nothing like a great mug to show your love for vinyl! Available from
www.needlegroove.com.
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How Augmented Reality is Already Changing Lives

by Aaron Binder
The Summer of Augmented
Reality

T

he Summer of 2016 may seem a distant
dream but in the tech world it will be
forever remembered as the Summer of Pokemon. The feel-good hit of the Summer came
out of nowhere and overlaid Pokemon on top
of bald heads, sleeping faces and every other
surface users could find. It was and still is
crude compared to what many futurists and
film creative directors see is coming but this
foray into the world of Augmented Reality
served as a reminder that we’re just around
the corner from much deeper immersive experiences.
AR is still very much an untamed genre but
there are companies making strides to bring
easy development platforms to developers.
Right now there is a lot of speculation
about what AR is and can do, below is an
exploration of this exciting new technology.

Augmented Reality in
Pop Culture

For many, the idea of VR and AR (and
www.novo.press

don’t forget Mixed Reality) still conjure up
memories of the clunky 90’s, Nintendo’s
Virtual Boy and the 80’s version of Tron. A
great introduction on how Augmented Reality
could work in the future is the short film
Hyper-Reality by Keiichi Matsuda, where the
main character navigates a hyper-capitalist
society of the not too distant future using
deeply immersive reality overlays (https://
vimeo.com/166807261).
This idea of hyper-consumerism may seem
far-fetched but augmented apps for shopping,
trying on clothes, trying on sunglasses
and other aspects of purchasing goods are
already arriving. Matsuda’s film represents
an extreme version of augmented reality that
few from any current living generation would
abide. Future generations will likely find the
level of intrusion posed by immersive AR as a
welcome addition of convenience even with
a loss of privacy.
While this type of future tech may one day
become commonplace, what is more likely
in the near future is that we’ll begin to see
more uses of Augmented Reality similar
to One World Trade Center’s city explorer

(https://youtu.be/P_gUT9Uvoto). The tower
uses iPads to give viewers a look at notable
points across New York’s skyline, zoom in to
explore and get a feel for the city as viewers
are walking around the top of the tower.
AR in the Near Future

Remember Minority Report or Prometheus
with the cool gesture based screens? That’s
likely going to be one of the biggest uses of
Augmented Reality and there are already
working products for those that can afford
it. The other side of the coin is the recent
Kickstarter project ZapBox. Rolled out in
April 2017, it became the first consumer
grade AR development platform on Google
Cardboard, making it widely accessible to
millions of people at a cost of just $30.
But these are all visual examples so far.
Augmented Reality lends itself primarily
to visual enhancements but one headphone
company called Doppler Labs has released
what it is calling the world’s first Augmented
Reality Earbuds, the Here One. Using phone
software, users are able to control sound
interactions from multiple environments
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which led to one particularly humorous and
crass review from Alejandro Tauber (https://
thenextweb.com/apps/2017/04/07/
here-one-earbuds-real-future-of-ar/#.tnw_
Ixgkhxwn). If you’re a James Bond gadget
fan, this is welcome news, you’ll now be
able to block out your friends if they try to
spoil any film plots in front of
you – although how this helps
take down an international plot
to take over the world may not
seem as clear yet.
AR in Healthcare

As
robotic
and
VR/AR
technologies
continue
to
advance, they will inevitably
become married together in
many
health
applications.
While remote robotic surgery
(http://www.bbc.com/future/
story/20140516-i-operate-onpeople-400km-away) has been
used for a number of years now,
Augmented Reality offers the
capability to add information
overlays during surgery.
Duke University has started

practicing with the Microsoft Hololens
(https://techcrunch.com/2016/10/10/
duke-neurosurgeons-test-hololens-as-anar-assist-on-tricky-procedures) to increase
precision during tricky brain surgeries where
there may be low levels of visibility and brain
tissue can’t simply be pushed aside.

AR combined with robotic hands will
provide surgery where small hands will
glide through miniscule incisions while the
surgeon observes a screen with real time
patient information displayed. Imagine
it was only in 1967 where the first heart
transplant took place and started by hacking

HOW AUGMENTED REALITY IS ALREADY CHANGING LIVES

open a chest – just 50 years later and we’re
looking at regrowing tissue and monitoring
it with holograms, thankfully leaving the
hacksaws at home.
Virtual Reality may have taken an early lead
in the AR/VR debate but Augmented Reality is

certainly catching up thanks to its increasing adopt it in stores, as the medical industry
convenience and usefulness. Pokemon Go continues to improve patient outcomes and
proved that AR can be highly mobile much eventually as users bring it into their homes
like a plethora of Google Cardboard apps. – who wants to clean up after a dog anyway
Its future applications, however, will reach when you can simply display an augmented
much deeper as consumer brands begin to puppy?
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QNAP
TS-251+ 2-Bay Turbo Network Attached Storage (NAS)

ove it or hate it, we live in a world driven
by data. Everything from your favourite TV
shows to family pictures and work files reside as data on some type of a storage device.
The trouble is that our data is usually scattered among a number of devices such as
desktop computers, laptops, smartphones
and tablets. As a result, locating a specific
file can be as much fun as trying to find a
lost friend at a big music festival, where
cell phone reception is spotty at best. So
wouldn’t it be great if you had a centralized
storage device for all your data, one that
would allow you to access these files from
anywhere on the planet?
You may have never heard the term
Network Attached Storage (or NAS) but in
fact, this product category has existed for
a number of years now. Those who already
have one in their home or office probably
couldn’t imagine life without it. So what is
a NAS you ask? A NAS is essentially a minicomputer dedicated to file storage, sharing
and data backup, allowing you to access
www.novo.press

the files from all devices connected to your
home network. It also allows you to access
your files remotely over the internet via your
laptop or smartphone while travelling. In
a home setting, a NAS is commonly also
used as a media center, used to store video,
music, pictures and documents. These files
can be accessed by other computers on your
home network, as well as TVs, smartphones
and tablets. In a business environment,
a NAS is typically used to share files
between co-workers in remote locations,
and configured with advanced security
settings. If you have security cameras in
your home or business, a NAS can also be
used to store loops of security video footage.
Regardless of the setting, a NAS basically
allows you to set up your “personal cloud”
storage with a massive amount of storage
space, and without any monthly fees. NAS
servers were once relegated to the world
of computer geeks because they required
a lot of technical know-how to configure
and operate. However luckily companies

like QNAP, have developed app-based NAS
computers that are much easier to set up
and friendlier than ever to use.
QNAP, which is short form for Quality
Network Appliance Provider, is a Taiwan
based company that was founded in 2004
and expanded rapidly to make its products
available worldwide. In addition to a full
range of consumer and business NAS
solutions, QNAP also offers a great selection
of network video recorder (NVR) surveillance
products.
DESIGN & FEATURES

In this article, I take a detailed look at
the QNAP TS-251+ NAS model from the
company’s “Home & SOHO” product range.
Priced at $349 US, this unit is equipped with
a Quad-core Intel Celeron 2.0GHz processor,
8 GBs of RAM, 2-hard drive bays, real-time
& offline 1080p video transcoding, and a
1080p video output via an HDMI connection.
An HDMI output is a bit of a rare gem on NAS
devices and makes this QNAP stand out from
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All QNAP systems are controlled through a well designed, app-based QTS operating system (OS). The QNAP OS is accessed via any
web browser.
drive(s). The TS-251+ is compatible with
standard 2.5” and 3.5” drives as well as Solid
State Drives (SSD). A small remote control
is provided to make multimedia playback on
your TV a snap.
PERFORMANCE

the crowd, it also makes it perfectly suited
for use as a home media centre. Other
highlights include 2 x Gigabit LAN ports, 2 x
3.0 USB ports and 2 x 2.0 USB ports. To see
full specifications, please visit www.qnap.
com. As with most NAS solutions, the user
needs to provide their own choice of hard
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Out of the box, you can have this QNAP
running in about 30 minutes with the default
settings but as with any computer system,
there are near limitless ways to tweak its
configuration. Advanced users can configure
this QNAP as a Virtual Machine (VM), which
allows you to run software on different
operating systems. The hard drives can be
installed in a RAID 1 configuration for data
storage redundancy, in case one of the drives
fails. A RAID 0 configuration is also possible,
if you prefer speed over redundancy.
Initial setup of the QNAP was a breeze. I
popped in a fresh hard drive, and plugged
in the power and an Ethernet cable,
connecting it to my home network, out of
sight in a basement room. I then followed
the software setup instructions in my web
browser. I left all settings in their default
modes, something most home users will
likely do, but advanced users might want to
adjust some of the initial settings. What I
really enjoyed about the set up of the QNAP
were the guided on-screen tutorials which

clearly explained every step in detail. As with
any initial computer or NAS setup, it helps to
be comfortable working with computers. I
ran into a couple of small issues during the
setup and had to turn to Google to find a
solution. Luckily, lots of solutions for QNAP
products can be easily found online.
With the first-time setup completed, I
was off to the races. The management and
file storage of the QNAP is controlled via
the QTS operating system, in an internet
browser. The QTS interface offers an
attractive look and layout, and app based
functionality, much like the Android or iOS
operating system. If you are comfortable
playing on your smartphone, you’ll feel right
at home using the QTS operating system.
When you first launch the QTS operating
system, you’ll be greeted with a selection of
default apps, but dozens more free apps can
be download to customize and expand your
QNAP experience. QNAP has just about every
app category covered, including backup/sync,
business, developer tools, entertainment,
surveillance, home automation and more.
In order to learn more about this QNAP’s
media server capabilities, I transferred a few
movies, TV shows, pictures and music from
my office computer over to the QNAP drive.
Over in my living room, my Samsung smart
TV immediately identified the QNAP as a new
www.novo.press
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This screen shows the QNAP App Center, where additional apps can be downloaded. Apps in just about every category are offered,
including backup/sync, business, developer tools, entertainment, surveillance, home automation and more.
video source and the content was ready
to be unleashed on the big screen. Video
playback was instantaneous and smooth,
and the same was true with music playback
and pictures.
If you don’t own a smart TV, an alternative
way to set up the QNAP in your home, is to
place it in your living room and connect it to
the TV via the HDMI output. This will then
allow you to use the QNAP Graphical User
Interface (GUI) on the TV screen, as opposed
to the TV’s GUI. In this configuration, you
can also use the provided remote control
for navigating the operating system and
multimedia playback. I tried the QNAP in

this configuration and was just as pleased
with the results of video, music and picture
playback.
If you travel frequently for work or vacation
often, you will gain even greater benefits
from owning a NAS computer. Of course
you’ll be able to access the files stored on
the QNAP from any computer connected to
the internet. But what if you only have your
smartphone with you? The QNAP Andriod/
iOS app allows a remarkable amount of
functionality. This app allows you to
manage files, stream multimedia content
from the NAP to your mobile device, share
files and folders with others, auto-upload

photos from your mobile device, and even
download files for offline usage. Within
seconds of downloading the app, I was able
to seamlessly stream video, play music
and view pictures from my NAS on to my
phone. This app also lets you stream the
content directly to AirPlay devices and DLNA
compatible TVs. I used it a friend’s house to
stream a movie from the NAS drive directly
to their TV. How cool is that? Equality as
impressive, you can share a download link
to any file stored on the NAS by email or
text, or you can simply email it directly to
anyone. And if that wasn’t enough you can
also AirPrint files to a wifi printer.
The QNAP TS-251+ is an accessibly priced
and remarkably flexible NAS device. It is
perfectly suited for families with multiple
computers and users who desire to set up
their own, personal cloud storage. I also
can’t think of a better solution for business
owners who spent a lot of time on the road
and often share files with their colleagues.
If you integrate one of these puppies in your
home or office, you’ll wonder how you ever
survived without one.
QNAP Systems Inc.
www.qnap.com
909-595-2782 (North America)

Files stored on your QNAP NAS can be easily accessed when away from your home or
office, via an attractively designed graphic interface on your smartphone or tablet.
www.novo.press

QNAP TS-251+ 2-Bay Turbo NAS
Price: $349 US
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MarkAudio-SOTA
Viotti One Loudspeaker

I

nnovation can be simply defined as introducing something “new”, whether an idea,
method, technology or product. A key way to
innovate is to pull together talented individuals with broad perspectives and expertise,
under a common objective. Steve Cheng,
founder of SOTA Acoustics, branded Markaudio-Sota, set out to accomplish just this.
MarkAudio-SOTA is a collaboration of
a number of diverse and most-capable
professionals with global perspectives and
expertise. Their team includes the talents
of: Mark Fenlon of Markaudio Ltd., a Brit
residing in Hong Kong and accomplished
manufacturer of loudspeaker drivers; Dr.
Scott Lindgren, another Brit, well-known for
loudspeaker design; Andre Ponti, an Italian
industrial designer and; a number others
drawing on experience form Hong Kong and
Japan. Together, under Markaudio-Sota, this
team has set their target on producing bestin-class loudspeaker products.
The company’s product line includes tower,
bookshelf, monitor bookshelf, mini and standmount loudspeakers, under three collections
– Viotti, Cesti and Tozzi. Prices range from
$445 US / pair up to $3,495 US / pair. The
Viotti One represents the company’s flagship
stand-mount loudspeaker and retails for
$2,495 US / pair.
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DESIGN & FEATURES

The MarkAudio-SOTA Viotti One is distinctive
in appearance and exudes a chic European
flare; yet, what makes it most unique are its
drivers. At first glance, it seems someone
forgot the tweeter; however, that is most
definitely not the case here. Rather, the
Viotti One utilizes two wide-range, widedispersion, shallow-profile cone drivers of
different diameters – no domes or ribbons
here. These wide-range cone drivers are
inherently matched in their dispersion and
output characteristics, which lends to
seamless integration, further enhanced by
the use of a simple high-quality low-order
2.4 kHz crossover. Designed by Mark Fenlon
and built by Markaudio, the two drivers of
the Viotti One are the Sota 11 (110 mm) for
mid-bass and the Sota 5 (50 mm) for treble
frequencies. These drivers are constructed
of an aerospace grade mixed aluminum alloy,
for an ultra-low mass. Key objectives of the
driver choice were a smooth, natural output
with a wide and even dispersion, along with
transparency, dynamics and lifelike vocal
reproduction.
The Viotti One is a standmount loudspeaker
with a tall-ish profile, offering dimensions
of 24.6 cm x 33.9 cm x 100.8 cm (WxDxH)

with the included stands. The stands are
perfectly matched to the speakers and
provide two installation configurations, one
retaining the Viotti One speaker base and
the other eliminating the base to provide a
flush appearance. Floor cones made of nonferrous metal, as opposed to spikes, are also
provided.
The cabinet of the Viotti One features a
dual-core laminate construction for optimal
resonance management.
Drive units
are acoustically isolated, with the high
frequency driver having its own sub-chamber,
while the low frequency driver utilizes the
ported bass-reflex cabinet. The front baffle
is covered in a black, velvet-like material, for
a refined and finely appointed appearance.
Four cabinet finish choices are available:
light oak, dark oak, white piano-lacquer and
black piano-lacquer. Magnetically attached
grills incorporate waveguides and are
covered in a chiffon-like material that lets
you gawk, if you so desire, at that pair of
golden drivers.
When it comes to fit and finish, the
Viotti One is top-notch. I found the black
piano lacquer of the review sample to be
impeccable, up there with the best I’ve come
across. The overall design lines are very
stylish, as well. Certainly, the Viotti One is
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a specimen that will engender strong prideof-ownership and perfectly fit in with opulent
surroundings.
Specifications for the Viotti One include
a frequency range from 40 Hz – 25 KHz
(anechoic), along with 88.5 dB sensitivity.
PERFORMANCE

The Viotti One was rather easy to place,
so I soon landed on an ideal position within
my studio. Unusually, I preferred the sound
with speaker grills on, as it delivered a
better soundstage, imaging and midrangeto-treble balance. I expect this may be due
to the waveguides integrated in the grills.
Thankfully, the Viotti One actually looks
more alluring with its grills in place.
I auditioned the speakers in my system
comprised of a Bryston BP26 preamp,
Bryston 4B3 amplifier, and a Rega Apollo CD
player connected into a MOON by Simaudio
280D DAC. My analog source was a VPI
Scout 1.1 turntable. Cables were all Nordost
Hiemdall 2 and Tyr 2, with the exception
of the speaker cables and the DAC power
cable, which were the Zavfino Prima PC-OCC
9-guage and Fina, respectively.
Within a short while of listening to the
Viotti One, I knew that it possessed some
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endearing qualities but before I relate its
qualities I’d like to start by telling you
what the Viotti One is not. If you yearn for
a speaker with a mellifluous, romantic or
saturated sound, the likes of classic Sonus
faber or Opera, look somewhere else, that’s
not the Viotti One, despite its Italian name.
As well, if you’re looking for concussive
dynamic bass – as perhaps a JBL or Legacy
Audio speaker might deliver, you won’t likely
get your fix with the Viotti One. However,
if you seek a refined, quick and nimble,
accurate take on music; a speaker skilful
at PRAT (pace, rhythm and timing), with a
sweet vocal presence and fundamentally
neutral in tone, then the Viotti One is a
speaker you must hear.
Vinyl was my first port of call with the
Viotti One. The first track on the Sketches
of Spain LP, by Miles Davis is “Concierto De
Aranjuez”. Listening to this with the Viotti
One, details popped from the mix - there
was an enticing pungency to the sound of
the tambourine castanets and the string
plucks possessed dynamic potency and
bite in a realistic manner. I did sense some
thinness in the strings, their sound a tad
light on inner warmth, yet the overall delivery
was exciting, putting me on the edge of my

seat in anticipation. I was impressed with
the manner in which the horn section leapt
forward – having vibrant fervour, while at the
same time the Viotti One produced accurate
timbre that communicated the warmth of
Miles horn well. PRAT too was a quality that
the Viotti One heartily embraced.
Leonard Cohen’s Popular Problems, also on
vinyl, caught my attention next. I played the
track, “Almost Like The Blues”, just to see
how the Viotti One would relate Leonard’s
inimitable baritone voice. What I most
definitely heard was that the Viotti One
is a very capable speaker in the areas of
resolution, detail and focus. There was an
impressive degree of texture conveyed in the
vocals, revealing the underlying recording.
While detail, presence and clarity were all
there in spades, the Viotti One did come
across to my ears as just a touch light on
the lowest midrange. This lower midrange
is very distinct in Leonard Cohen’s voice,
somewhere the 100 to 200 Hz frequency
region. Since the Viotti One delivers a
wonderful vocal presence, I’m guessing I
was hearing a contrast between a slightly
raised vocal presence region against a flat
or slightly dipped lower midrange. To the
Viotti One’s benefit, this will likely prevent it
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from ever sounding clouded, chesty or slow
and also increase the intelligibility of vocals,
which perhaps is what MarkAudio-SOTA was
aiming for in the design and tuning.
Turning to digital tracks, with Tidal HiFi
music streaming, I played The Cranberries
latest album. Released in April 2017, The
Cranberries Something Else, includes a
wonderful set of reinterpreted acoustic hit
singles of the 90’s famed band. On the track
“Linger”, the Viotti One produced razor-edge
imaging and a distinct soundstage. Treble
notes were sharp and quick, with cymbals
possessing a beautiful shimmer. There was
also a sugary sweetness to Delores’ vocals,
adding to my engagement. The treble
quality was akin to what I’ve heard with
ribbon tweeters, while always remaining
well integrated with the midrange.
Putting on the track “Son of Thirteen” from
Pat Metheny’s Day Trip album, via Tidal HiFi,
I took note of the solid and tight delivery
of the drum roll from the right to the left.
Though, I’d attribute this impression to
the Viotti One’s transient speed and lack
of overhang, rather than to dynamic bass
weight. To my ears, the Viotti plays to 50
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Hz solidly and drops off swiftly below 40
Hz. Regardless, as exemplified with this
track, drum play was quick, limber and
possessed exhilarating attack, while the
juxtaposed cymbals were delicate, refined
and extended.
Could I go on saying more about the Viotti
One? For sure, but I think I’ve said enough
to whet your appetite. The MarkAudioSOTA Viotti One is a nimble, fun, insightful
speaker with luxurious styling and build. It’s
a speaker that will surely garner a following
given its unique mix of European styling and
sonic character. Amongst the masses of
speaker products out there, the Viotti One
definitely shines with personality. Heck,
I’ve had so much fun with them, enough
said… let me get back to listening.
MarkAudio-SOTA
www.markaudio-sota.us
844-202-4278
Markaudio-SOTA Viotti One
Loudspeakers
Price: $2,495 US / pair
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Zavfino
OCC Silver Dart Power Cord

D

uring the early 1990s, a ‘Quiet Revolution’ in audio cabling occurred. Audiophiles recognized that insulating cables
from Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and
Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) could
lower the noise floor and drastically elevate
the sonic performance of their systems.
Twenty five years later, cables used in highend 2-channel audio systems are now considered as important—if not more so—than
the gear itself.
High quality power cords drop the noise
floor waaaay down. Less noise means that
more detail, texture, and tone can emerge
from the soundstage. This accuracy makes
the timbre of instruments ‘feel’ more organic
and natural. High-end power cables also
increase the amount of energy (read: life)
www.novo.press

any system has. The results are better pace,
rhythm and timing (PRaT), deeper resolution,
and a far more lifelike sound to recorded
music.
Today, cutting-edge materials and wildly
sophisticated manufacturing techniques
have ushered in a new ‘Golden Age’ in audio
cabling. Older generation cords that were
state-of-the-art just five years ago are
being beaten by newer and better sounding
ones. Zavfino’s new OCC Silver Dart power
cable ($800 US for a 1.5m cord) is one fine
example.
DESIGN & FEATURES

More Canadian than a Winnipeg Jets fan
ordering a double-double while piloting
a zamboni through a Timmy’s drive-thru

in Flin Flon Manitoba, 1877 Phono has
been proudly offering cables, components,
and accessories to OEMs and DIY’ers for
more than 18 years. Zavfino is one of their
registered brand names.
The 1.5m Silver Dart power cord I reviewed
had a gorgeous snakeskin-silver outer
jacket. The cable’s 1.25 inches thick and it’s
as stiff as a Keanu Reeves monologue. Be
forewarned: you’ll need at least 18 inches
of space behind any component to plug this
power cord in. Although it isn’t too heavy,
this cord is also difficult to rotate along its
torsional axis.
An electrical anomaly known as the “skin
effect” occurs when electrons move through
any solid core wire. Higher frequencies
travel along the outside (the skin) of the
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conductor faster than midrange and lower
echelon frequencies. This results in hazy
PRaT, muddled instrumental timbres, and an
unnatural sound.
To negate the skin effect, Zavfino’s
patented H-Wound process twists thin silver
stranded wire tightly around thicker central
OCC copper solid-core conductors. They
refer to this construction as a ‘cable within
a cable’ and claim that it achieves “perfect
pitch” and superior PRaT.
Instead of only using a copper braid or a
Mylar wrap as a dielectric shield, Zavfino
extrudes a ‘graphene’ layer over a Mylar
shield/drain to insulate the Silver Dart from
EMI and RFI. Graphene is an allotrope of
carbon which, at the molecular level, forms
a two dimensional hexagonal lattice in
which one atom forms each vertex. It’s the
basic structural element of various other
allotropes, including graphite and charcoal.
Noise is to audiophiles what toenail fungus
is to shoe enthusiasts: a hell-spawned
thing to be feared and loathed like the black
plague. The Dart’s graphene dielectric shield
rejects EMI and RFI noise like an Amish techsupport rep rejects phone calls; it just ain’t
gettin’ through.
Graphene is the strongest material ever
tested. Its tensile strength is about 200
times greater than that of the strongest
known steel. It is also the best conductor
of electricity yet known. These physical
qualities are what make it so valuable to
audio applications.
Most cables using OCC metals take months
to burn-in. Zavfino cryo-treats and pre-burns
all of their conductors before the insulation
is extruded over the conductors. They claim
that their patented Ultra Sonic 7 process
creates a unique break-in effect that sounds
like the cables have had 40 hours of current
run through them.
One thing is clear: Zavfino has invested
more R&D into the Silver Dart than the
US put into their space program in the
1980s. This power cord uses a half-dozen
new technologies which, in theory, should
improve its sound quality. So… how does it
sound?

atmospheric sounds heard
on this album.
During the early 1980s,
I listened to October on
a nearly daily basis. I
thought I knew this album
to the core of my being.
And yet, with one Silver
Dart cord plugged into a
10 Amp power regenerator,
I discovered all sorts of
subtle sonic details which
I simply hadn’t heard
before.
Examples…? Bono’s
pained vocals sounded
more
desperate
and tortured than I
remembered. The Edge’s guitar lines echoed
with a lonely and distinct isolation that
haunted my mind for days. The moody bass
and ringing percussive accents had richer
harmonics, greater texture, and far more
‘feel’ to them.
No matter what component I plugged it
into, the OCC Silver Dart brought an organic
warmth, textured resolution, and incisive
musical insight into October that raised the
listening experience from merely hearing the
music, to being thoroughly involved with the
songs on an emotional level.
Released in 1980, Saxon’s landmark
Wheels of Steel is a new wave of British
heavy metal album. If you like Motörhead or
Maiden, you’ll love this hard-charging music.
Showcasing roaring songs like “Motorcycle
Man”, “747 - Strangers in the Night”,
“Freeway Mad”, “See the Light Shining”,
“Machine Gun”, and the anthemic title track
“Wheels of Steel”, this album kicks like an
injection of 100 CCs of nitrous-oxide.
With the Silver Dart, I immediately felt the
swaggering command of Biff Byford’s überconfident vocals. The percussive accents
from cymbals were detailed without any
high-band ringing or artifice. The tone and
texture of the twin rhythm guitars was warm
and natural sounding. Unlike a lot of posh
power cords that make bass notes sound
like the modified exhaust of a teenager’s car,
the Dart delivered superb timbral accuracy
PERFORMANCE
across the lower frequency registers.
Released in 1981, U2’s October has
The two main things I want to hear from
phenomenal sonics.
cables are: one, incisive high-frequency
With songs like “Gloria”, “I Fall Down”, resolution that doesn’t induce ringing
“Rejoice”, “Tomorrow”, “Stranger in a Strange fatigue; and two, a palpable richness of
Land”, and “Is that All…?”, producer Steve texture, tone, and timbre that isn’t slow or
Lillywhite layered Bono’s soaring vocals coloured. While listening to Wheels of Steel,
on top of the hauntingly introspective and it occurred to me that the OCC Silver Dart
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does both.
Sorry Suave (my dear editor), but I’m
keeping the review samples. Why…? Unlike
most OCC cables which take months to
burn-in, the Silver Dart created stellar sound
in 24 hours. I’m calling this the “5 minute
jeans trick” of audio, because getting any
OCC power cable to the heights of musical
ecstasy after only a day or two—instead
of a month or two—is a rare and wonderful
thing.
In my audio systems, the Dart consistently
created a much deeper emotional connection
with the music I love. Even on discs I’ve
been listening to for decades, this AC cable
unveiled layers of sound which I honestly
didn’t know existed.
Yes… $800 USD is a fair bit of money for
a single power cord. And yet, in my listening
tests, the Silver Dart embarrassed a lot
of mains cables that sport $2,500+ USD
price tags. The only cords that cleanly
beat Zavfino’s monster were ones with
conductors made entirely out of OCC Silver;
most of which flaunt obscene asking prices
north of $5K USD.
Beg, borrow, or steal—whatever it takes—
get this cable into your system. With the
OCC Silver Dart, Zavfino has unleashed a
giant killer.
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